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“"Here is a different concert, close, multiform, sensory
where the gastronomy disputes it with the music, and the
innovation with the tradition. It is for us all to dive without
restraint into the culture of Baleares, in a sensory
experience mixing jazz, ancestral chants and ... the kitchen

BASED in Mallorca, Spain
FOUNDED in 2014
GENRE #Ètnic#Jazz#Contemporary
LABEL : www.onaedicions.cat

- ACTION JAZZ FRANCE Magazine

VIDEO
CONCERT

Ferments

TRAILER

“Ferments is Brunet’s Les goûts-réunis. The composer’s artistic
and musical endeavour to dig for roots in an attempt to
replicate the sense of total freedom in the use of experimental
music à la Mile Davis and the ancestral references of the
Rondaies and the soups in Mallorca’s culture. Music, dance, old
traditions, gastronomy and the landscape of Mallorca meet in a
profound and honest gasp of air, the composer’s personal
signature to date.”
Antoni Pizà musicòleg

WE ARE

Making off CD
&
Documentary

Miquel Brunet
Studio: 34 971613801
Mòbile: 34 619707177
email:
mbrunet@onaedicions.cat

www.ferments,cat

Ona Edicions Musicals S.L
Son Serra, 102
07110 Bunyola- Mallorca
Illes Balears

Miquel Brunet, piano, keys and electrònics
Biel Majoral, voice-ancestral chants
Júlia Colom, voice
Pep Garau, trumpet
Josep Oliver Rubio, trombón/traditional inst.
Pep LLuís Garcia, drums
J.A. Xas, Sax/electronics
Alexandra Palomo, Actress/dancer
Maria Solivellas, Chef

FERMENTS. El mapa sensitiu de Mallorca
FERMENTS is the summary of three days of
intense experience at ONA STUDIOS (Bunyola).
A tribute to the Miles Davis Bitches Brew album
where in a totally improvised way, without scores
and with the only help of sensory stimulation
(sight, smell, tasting, hearing, ...) performers try to
reflect on the musical identity of Mallorca.
The goal is to transfer to the stage the spirit of
the creative process previously developed in the
recording studio: to reflect musically the own
culture of Mallorca, with the only aid of the
sensory stimulation, the hearing of the Catalan
language, the dance and taste.

BAND

MIQUEL BRUNET Ensemble

TITLE OF PROJECT

FERMENTS

GENRE

Jazz/Ètnica/Glosa/Contemporània

BOOKING FEE

Format Concert: CHECK
Format Gastro-Concert: (with Chef onstage and audience
degustation during and post concert, màx. 170 pers.)
(VAT not included) CHECK

TRANSPORTATION &
HOTEL

Actually helped by l’Institut d’Estudis Baleàrics (Gouv.
Institution)

WEBSITE

www.ferments.cat

YOU TUBE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=DSv-86h4QQY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=e8HFW05OW9Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UJ2pzq6HuiM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=455Hw9iRIM

OTHER LINKS

https://www.facebook.com/
fermentsdocumentary/?fref=ts
http://onaedicions.cat/ferments_tv.html

CONTACT

mbrunet@onaedicions.cat,
Tel. 34 971613801
Mòb: 34 619707177

